
1. Introduction
Geomagnetic storms are global disturbances caused by the interaction between the Earth's magnetic field 
and magnetized plasma ejected from the Sun, when transfer of large amounts of energy to the magneto-
sphere occur. Although geomagnetic storm effects vary depending on the characteristics of each events, 
some common effects to most storms include a dayside compression of the magnetosphere (Borovsky & Den-
ton, 2016; Cattell et al., 2017), enhancement of magnetospheric currents (Ganushkina et al., 2017; Stepano-
va et al., 2019), depletion and enhancement of trapped particles in the radiation belts (Moya et al., 2017; 
Turner et al., 2015, 2019), enhanced precipitation in the auroral regions (Engebretson et al., 2008; Longden 
et al., 2008), changes in the dynamics and properties of the ionosphere and geomagnetically induced cur-
rents on the Earth's surface (Pulkkinen et al., 2005; Shi et al., 2008), among others. Such broad and global 
response and the quick transfer of enormous amounts of energy to the Earth's magnetic field can also have 
significant impact in a wide range of technological instruments such as damages and disruptions to sat-
ellites and communication systems (Chapman et al., 2020; Wrenn, 2009; Wrenn et al., 2002), jamming of 
radio signals, global positioning system scintillation and disruptions, but can also pose a threat to human 
exploration at high latitudes and high altitudes through enhanced radiation doses. These events can result 
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log-normal probability distribution over their minimum stE D  index, the dataset was separated according to 
solar cycle (SC) and SC phases, and the distributions of events were fitted through maximum likelihood 
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those occurrences to the SC24. Our results show that there is a strong dependence between the occurrence 
of intense storms, with stE D  −100 nT, and the strength of the SC measured by the sunspot numbers. 
In particular, SC24 is very similar to SC20. However, when comparing the occurrence of storms by SC 
phases, events tend to show similar activity toward the minimum phase and have significant differences 
in the maximum phases. By looking at the E   value—the fit log-normal distribution “width” parameter—
characteristic of the occurrence rate of storms, we have found that the desE   (the sigma value in the 
descending phase of one cycle) shows the highest correlation ( 0.76E r   ) with maxE   (the sigma value in the 
maximum phase of the next cycle) which allows us to estimate the occurrence rate of storms for SC25 to be 
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Plain Language Summary Geomagnetic storms are a common occurrence on Earth, and they 
can have significant impact on our lives. The occurrence of geomagnetic storms depends on the strength 
of the 11 yr solar cycle (SC), and the different phases in it. Since we have been recording sunspot numbers 
(which roughly indicate the activity of the sun) for centuries, and the storm index stE D  (a measurement of 
geomagnetic activity on Earth) for decades, we study in this manuscript the connection between the two 
dataset, this is, how sunspot number (and therefore SC) relates to the occurrence of geomagnetic storms. We 
found that the latest SC behaved in a way, that is, more characteristic of the phases of low activity (minimum 
phase) of the previous cycles. We also found that in general, the declining phase of a cycle tends to be 
connected to the maximum phase of the next cycle, which indicates that a prediction of the next cycle can be 
attempted. In that regard, our results suggest that the SC that just started should be stronger than the current 
cycle, but no the strongest of the past five cycles.
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(and have resulted) in technological disruptions, economic losses, and dangers to human life in the past and 
most likely in the future (Baker et al., 2004; Eastwood et al., 2017), thus, the study of geomagnetic storm 
occurrence and their intensity over time is fundamental to improve our forecasting models, and to prevent 
or mitigate the risk associated with them.

Storms are traditionally classified according to their impact in the magnetosphere by measuring the strength 
of the disturbances recorded in ground-based magnetometers at different latitudes around Earth and by pro-
cessing them as a series of indices such as the Kyoto Disturbance storm time ( stE D ) index (World Data Center 
for Geomagnetism, Kyoto et al., 2015). stE D  index is a measure of low-latitude, ground level perturbations meas-
ured at four magnetic observatories located at Hermanus, South Africa; Kakioka, Japan; Honolulu, Hawaii; 
and San Juan, Puerto Rico. It is a proxy to the strength and evolution of the magnetospheric ring current, and 
has been used to define a scale of severity of a particular geomagnetic storm (Gonzalez et al., 1994; Kamide & 
Chian, 2007). In general, the more negative the stE D  index, the stronger the geomagnetic storm. When it comes 
to understanding the physical processes that determine the strength of a storm, we must look out at the Sun to 
determine their driver. Storms can be loosely classified in two big groups: coronal mass ejection (CME) driven 
storms and stream interaction region (SIR) storms, mostly associated with high-speed streams in co-rotational 
interaction regions (CIR). CME driven storms tend to be associated with explosive releases of energy from 
the sun while SIR are a product of persistent coronal holes developing in the Sun's surface. More importantly, 
their occurrence is closely related to the phase of the solar cycle (SC) with CMEs being more common during 
the maximum phase (Hayakawa et al., 2018; Riley & Love, 2017) and SIR occurring consistently during the 
descending phase (Tandberg-Hanssen & Emslie, 1988).

The relationship between solar activity and the SC has been known for a long time. The solar activity (and 
thus the phase of the SC), can be measured through sunspots: visual manifestations of the Sun's magnet-
ic activity that increases as solar activity does, and can be divided in four phases (minimum, ascending, 
maximum, and descending), due to its near 11 yr periodic variation. The presence of sunspots on the Sun 
is related to CME, SIR, and solar flares. In addition, significant decreases in the stE D  index are generally as-
sociated with storms produced by CMEs (Gosling et al., 1991; Kilpua et al., 2015), although solar flares and 
high-speed streams associated with coronal holes can also produce similar magnetospheric effects.

Several studies have explored and quantified the relation between storms and the SC (Kilpua et al., 2015; 
Zhuang et al., 2018), and have found that generally the magnitude and number of geomagnetic storms that 
occurred during a given SC increase as the number of sunspots increases, reaching its greatest value during 
descending phase, 2 or 3 yr after the maximum phase of each cycle (Le et al., 2013). In the case of severe 
events, their intensities are not related to the strength of the SC, but tend to occur near the maximum phase 
(Kilpua et al., 2015). In addition, as geomagnetic storms can be treated as stochastic processes, the proba-
bility distribution function (PDF) of geomagnetic storms occurrence as a function of the stE D  index can be 
fitted with a log-normal distribution. This is believed to be due to different processes (SC dynamo action, 
the geo-effectiveness of the solar wind-magnetospheric coupling, and the dynamic evolution of a geomag-
netic storm) all acting together (Love et al., 2015). Recently Reyes et al. (2019) showed that for very weak 
SCs (such as SC24) extrapolations based on log-normal statistics tend to overestimate geomagnetic storms 
occurrence rates even for small events. Thus, if the trend of weak SCs continue, using previous SCs data to 
forecast the next cycle would most likely be unreliable.

In order to understand the relationship between the occurrence of geomagnetic storms and the SC, and fol-
lowing Kilpua et al. (2015), Love et al. (2015), and Reyes et al. (2019) we perform a statistical study treating 
storms as stochastic processes with log-normal distribution function to characterize their occurrence rate as 
a function of their respective SC and SC phase. We then compare the results obtained from SC19 through 
SC23 with those obtained for SC24. Furthermore, by using the characteristic average and standard deviation 
(SD) values obtained for each distribution, we discuss the expected behavior of SC25.
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2. Data and Methods
It is known that geomagnetic storms can be treated as stochastic processes (Pulkkinen et al., 2008), and the 
PDF of their occurrence can be fitted through a stE D  index log normal distribution (Love et al., 2015; Reyes 
et al., 2019). In order to build the required PDF, here we consider two different indexes: stE D  index to char-
acterize the storm intensity, and sunspot numbers to identify solar activity and to separate the storm data 
on SCs and phases.

For our study, the stE D  index data, with hourly resolution, was obtained from the World Data Center for Ge-
omagnetism's at the University of Kyoto (World Data Center for Geomagnetism Kyoto et al., 2015), and is 
derived by averaging the deviation of the horizontal component of the ground magnetic field using four dif-
ferent observatories located in Kakioka, Honolulu, San Juan, and Hermanus. This historical index is avail-
able from 1957 to 2019, and therefore covers five complete SCs (SC20–SC24) plus more than 50% of SC19. 
The dataset is composed by ∼543,120 hourly stE D  values. We use the stE D  index to determine geomagnetic 
storm occurrence by locating its minimum value reached during the main phase, given that is, less than −50 
nT. A storm is considered as an independent event if its separated for at least 2 days between consecutive 

stE D  minima. Thus, from 1957 to 2019, we identified 1,369 geomagnetic storms, with values between −589 
nT stE D −50 nT (The complete list of 1,369 storms can be found in the Supporting Information S1). Fig-
ure 1a shows the storm distribution according to stE D  index minimum and Figure 1b shows events grouped 
according to the storm intensity defined following typically used ranges on the stE D  minimum value (see e.g., 
Gonzalez et al., 1994 and references therein). Namely, moderate (−100 stminnTE D −50 nT), intense (−250

stminnTE D −100 nT), and severe storms ( stminE D −250 nT). From Figure 1, we can observe that during the 
past five SCs there is a relatively sharp cutoff for stmin 450E D   nT. The only case outside this threshold is the 
March 1989 geomagnetic storm event ( stminE D  −589 nT), that can be considered as an outlier, although an 
outlier that will not be excluded from our analysis.

The dataset of sunspots number (SSN) was obtained from World Data Center for the Production, Preser-
vation and Dissemination of the International Sunspot Number (SILSO World Data Center, 1957–2019), 
with hourly time resolution. To determine the SCs thresholds, we calculated the smoothed sunspot index as 
follows: taking a yearly moving average with 1 week resolution, and then defining a cycle as the period of 
time between two consecutive minimum values. To separate the phases we use the same criteria as in Hy-
nönen (2013) and Kilpua et al. (2015). To define the ascending phase, we first calculate the mean smoothed 
SSN number between the minimum phase and the subsequent maximum phase, then the ascending phase 
corresponds to the time period in which the SSN values lie between the mean SSN value ±1 SD from the 
mean. In the same fashion, the descending or declining phase is defined by calculating the mean smoothed 
SSN number in between the maximum phase and the subsequent minimum phase and then estimating the 

Figure 1. Distribution of geomagnetic storms between 1957 and 2019. (a) Histogram of stE D  index minimum associated with each storm. (b) Distribution of 
geomagnetic storms according to their intensity.
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time period in which the values lie between the smoothed mean ±1 SD. Following these definitions, the 
maximum and minimum phases are the time periods between ascending and descending phases of a given 
cycle, or descending and ascending phases of two consecutive cycles (a table with the dates for the start 
and end of each cycle and their phases can be found in the Supporting Information S1). Figure 2 shows a 
time series of geomagnetic storms and sunspot numbers separated by SC (vertical lines) and their respec-
tive phases. Top panel shows the stE D  index (gray), with black dots indicating the geomagnetic storms. The 
bottom panel shows the raw data for sunspot numbers (gray), with a black line representing the smoothed 
sunspot index.

3. Analysis and Results
From Figures 1 and 2 is relatively clear that storms occur over a wide range of different magnitudes with 
great variability from SC to SC. Figure 3 explores that variability by grouping storms according to their SC 
and intensity. Figure 3a, shows geomagnetic storm occurrence histograms grouped by SC. It can be seen 
that the decrease in counts as stminE D  decreases (figure shows stminE D ) is different from cycle to cycle, with 
SC20 presenting the sharpest decrease, and SC19 and SC23 presenting the slowest decrease in occurrence. 

Figure 2. (Top) A total of 1,369 storms found with stE D  −50 nT between 1957 and 2019. (Bottom) Raw SSN count are shown in gray with black lines to 
indicate yearly moving average sunspot number. Colored blocks identify each phase, and vertical dashed lines mark SC limits.

Figure 3. Distribution of geomagnetic storms between 1957 and 2019 separated by SC and storm intensity. (a) Histogram of stE D  index minimum associated 
with each storm for each SC. (b) Distribution of geomagnetic storms according to their intensity for each cycle.
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Figure 3b presents the storm occurrence grouped by category for the different SCs, in logarithmic scale. 
Here, SCs: SC21, SC22, and SC23 (more active in terms of SSN) were more active in geomagnetic activity 
in all storm categories, this is they present a higher count of events. On the contrary, the less active SCs: 
SC20 and SC24 in terms of SSN, consistently exhibit less geomagnetic storm activity (storm count) in all 
categories. It is important to mention that while SC19 shows a significantly smaller number of moderate 
storm events, the first minimum and ascending phases are not covered by the dataset which most likely 
explain the anomaly.

Additionally, storm occurrence is strongly affected by the phase of the SC (Kilpua et al., 2015). Figure 4 
shows the occurrence rate of geomagnetic storms grouped according to the phase in which they occurred 
regardless of cycle. Figure 4a shows that in terms of st,minE D  storms occurring during the minimum phases 
occur less often and are less likely to be of large intensity. On the other hand, during the maximum phases 
we see the highest concentration of storms of st,min 200E D   nT. In terms of the number of storms in each 
of our categories, Figure 4b shows that for moderate and even intense storms the occurrence is dominated 
by the descending cycle. This can be explained by the fact that storms associated to coronal holes are most 
common during the descending phase, but also due to the fact that descending phases tend to last longer 
than all the other phases (phase duration can be found in the Supporting Information S1). Storms during 
the maximum phase do catch up in number with the descending phase for moderate and intense events, 
and are dominant for severe events.

3.1. Log-Normal Representation of Geomagnetic Storms

Given that storm occurrence and their intensity can be fitted as a log-normal distribution (Love et al., 2015; 
Reyes et al., 2019), we want to obtain the characteristic coefficients of the distributions for all storms, and 
for storms separated by the SCs and phases. Following Figures 3 and 4, we expect the procedure to give val-
uable information to be used to estimate ranges of occurrences of different events for future SCs. As shown 
in Love et al. (2015), the occurrence probability E F for an event with size exceeding stE x D  , considering a 
log-normal process can be calculated as

2
2

1 ln(x)( | , ) erfc ,
2 2

F x  


 
  

  
 (1)

where E  and E   represent the average and SD of the distribution, respectively, and erfc is the complementary 
error function. The Dst,min distribution will be fitted through the following methods: maximum likelihood 
(ML) and least squares (LS) fits (assuming that data correspond to a log-normal function as Equation 1), 
and also a linear fit using a power law expression (powerlaw fit). Furthermore, we want to use the fits to 
extrapolate the occurrence of storms, and we calculate the associated errors using the bootstrap method, a 

Figure 4. Distribution of geomagnetic storms between 1957 and 2019 separated by solar cycle (SC) phase and intensity. (a) Histograms of stE D  index minimum 
for different SC phases. (b) Distribution of geomagnetic storms according to their intensity for each phase.
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statistical technique to estimate the variation of point estimates, known as confidence intervals (CI; Kreiss 
& Lahiri, 2012). For this purpose, the Dst,min data are re-sampled, and we calculate their median *

medianE x  to 
compute differences between the dataset median ( medianE x ) and re-sampled median as * *

median medianE x x   . 
Thus, our estimated 95%E  median bootstrap CI is given by * *

95% median .0025 median .0975,E x x      .

For our statistics, the data were grouped by SC and their respective phases, and the respective distributions 
of events were fitted using the three methods mentioned above (the complete list of E  and E   fits can be 
found in the Supporting Information S1). In order to compare each occurrence rate to the distributions 
obtained for SC24, we used a bootstrap method over the best fit to estimate the extrapolated storms median 
rate occurrence error with a 95%E  confidence. Figure 5 shows histograms of binned maxima storm value; 
that is, Dstmin. Figure 5a, shows the three different fits used over exceedances cumulative distribution func-
tions (CDFs). A simple look lead us to conclude that ML fit (purple curve) gives the best representation of 
storms rate occurrence, as exhibits good agreement with the data for all type of storms (moderate, intense, 
and severe). On the contrary, the LS (orange line) and the powerlaw (green line) fits fail in reproducing the 
behavior of the CDFs for moderate or severe events, respectively. Thus, we will use the ML algorithm for 
the rest of our analysis.

Figures 5b and 5c, show the CDFs for the data separated by SC and SC phases, respectively. Analyzing by 
SC we observe that SC24 (black line) has the lowest storm rate occurrence, closely followed by SC20, con-
sistent with the fact that they are the weakest cycles in terms of sunspot numbers and the least active cycles 
regarding storm occurrence as seen in Figure 3. This observation from the figure is backed by Table 1 that 
contains the estimated time between events (in years) for different ranges of st,minE D . For example, SC24 and 
SC20 time between events for st,minE D −50 nT is 0.08 and 0.06 yr (29 and 22 days), respectively, while for the 
rest of the cycles is at most 0.05 yr (18 days). For stronger storms a similar trend is observed. SC24 and SC20 
show significantly longer average waiting times between events than the rest of the cycles, and differences 
grow larger as storm size grows. Most notably, extreme events with st,minE D  −850 nT (as estimated for the 
Carrington event; Siscoe et al., 2006) are expected to occur every 120 yr or every 44,000 yr if storm statistics 
follow the numbers obtained for SC23 or SC20, respectively.

Figure 5. (a) Three different fits to cumulative number of storms per year (cumulative exceedances) for all events. (b) Cumulative exceedances separated by 
solar cycle (SC). (c) Cumulative exceedances separated by SC phase (results for SC24 are also included for comparison purposes.).
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Figure 5c shows CDFs of events separated by SC phases. A remarkable observation is that SC24 behaves as 
the combination of all minimum phases of the previous cycles (green curve) in terms of rate occurrence, 
suggesting that SC24 reduced activity observed in sunspot number also impacted on storm occurrence rate. 
Table 2 seems to confirm this assumption since storms of −50, −100, and −200 nT occur every 0.08, 0.52, 
and 5.51 yr for SC24, respectively, all values within the 95% CIs of minimum phases rate occurrence and 
outside the CI of all other SC phases. From Figure 3 (right) and Table 2, we can also observe that the storm 
occurrence rate is clearly higher during maximum phase for all storms with st,minE D  −100 nT. Moreover, 
the results show that occurrence rates during ascending and descending phases are quite similar for mod-
erate events ( st,minE D  −100 nT), but the behavior of both phases differ for stronger storms, and the differ-
ence increases with increasing severity of the events. In particular, the bootstrap method predicts severe 
events with st,minE D  −300 nT to occur every 3, 10, 31, or 145 yr during maximum, descending, ascending, 
and minimum phase, respectively. Regarding extreme events, log-normal fits predict extreme events with 

st,minE D  −500 nT occurring every hundreds or thousands of years during descending, ascending and min-
imum phases. In comparison, the same algorithm predicts one of these events to occur every 34 yr approx-
imately during maximum phase. Therefore, the st,min 450E D   nT cutoff observed in Figure 1 may indicate 
a minimum st,minE D  to consider for predictions of the next few SCs.

The numbers shown in Table 2 suggest that in order to make predictions about the strength of a cycle 
in terms of the occurrence of intense and especially severe events, the most reasonable time periods to 
look at are the maximum and descending phases, given that the occurrence rates contain CIs within 
the SC duration for events with st,minE D  −400 or st,minE D  −300 nT, during maximum and descending 
phases, respectively. Therefore, the possibility of having intense or severe events during the average 

Dst(nT) SC19 SC20 SC21 SC22 SC23 SC24

50 0.04 [0.03, 0.05] 0.06 [0.05, 0.07] 0.04 [0.03, 0.05] 0.04 [0.03, 0.05] 0.05 [0.04, 0.06] 0.08

100 0.11 [0.09, 0.13] 0.25 [ 0.18, 0.29] 0.14 [0.11, 0.16] 0.12 [53.7, 75.2] 0.16 [0.13, 0.19] 0.52

200 0.62 [0.08, 0.82] 3.09 [3.17, 4.61] 2.19 [1.79, 3.26] 1.23 [0.84, 1.89] 1.12 [0.03, 1.51] 5.51

300 2.38 [0, 3.53] 24.7 [0, 42.1] 23.9 [0, 40.6] 10.5 [0, 17.6] 5.15 [0, 7.87] -

400 7.3 [0, 11.7] 140 [0, 260] 190 [0, 341] 64.0 [0, 115] 18.0 [0, 30.8] -

500 19.0 [0, 32.0] 660 [ , . ]0 1 2 10
3 110 30, 2.2 10E    310 [0, 580] 55.0 [0, 96.0] -

600 45.0 [0, 79.0] 32.5 10E   30, 4.9 10E   
35.8 10E   40,1.1 10E   

31.3 10E  30, 2.4 10E    150 [0, 260] -

850 270 [0, 500] 44.4 10E   40,8.7 10E   
51.8 10E   50,3.6 10E   

42.7 10E   40, 5.2 10E   
31.1 10E  30, 2.1 10E    -

Table 1 
Bootstrap Results for Time Between Events (in Units of Years) and 95% Confidence Intervals for Maximum Exceedances for Each Solar Cycles (and Comparison 
With Time Between Events in SC24), and Each Minimum stE D  Level

Dst (nT) Minima Ascending Maxima Descending SC24

50 0.09 [0.08, 0.10] 0.04 [0.03, 0.05] 0.04 [0.03, 0.05] 0.04 [0.03, 0.05] 0.08

100 0.49 [0.20, 0.60] 0.15 [0.11, 0.17] 0.10 [0.09, 0.11] 0.15 [0.13, 0.16] 0.52

200 11.0 [0, 18.5] 2.45 [0, 3.75] 0.64 [0.26, 0.81] 1.45 [0.15, 1.98] 5.51

300 145 [0, 271] 30.7 [0, 53.8] 2.94 [0, 4.25] 9.61 [0, 14.9] -

400 31.3 10E  30, 2.5 10E    279 [0, 519] 10.8 [0, 16.9] 47.5 [0, 79.8] -

500 38.6 10E  40,1.7 10E   
31.9 10E  30, 3.8 10E    33.6 [0, 55.6] 190 [0, 336] -

600 44.6 10E  40, 9.0 10E   
41.1 10E   40, 2.0 10E    92.0 [0, 160] 653 30,1.2 10E    -

850 61.6 10E  60,3.2 10E   
54.8 10E  50, 9.5 10E    780 30,1.4 10E   

38.8 10E   40,1.7 10E    -

Table 2 
Bootstrap Results for Time Between Events (in Units of Years) and 95% Confidence Intervals for Maximum Exceedances for Each Solar Cycle Phase (and 
Comparison With Time Between Events in SC24), and Each Minimum stE D  Level
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duration of a SC should be determined by the activity during these phases and not the activity of a 
SC as a whole. To further explore this conjecture, we increase the scope of our analysis by fitting the 
phases of each SC separately, and comparing the results with the occurrence rates obtained previously. 
In our analysis, as minimum phases are shared between two subsequent SC, the notation used means 
that, for example, SC20–21 corresponds to the minimum phase between SCs: SC20 and SC21, and so 
on. It is important to note that the SC18–19 minimum phase was not considered here because there is 
no stE D  record prior 1957. In addition, as our dataset ends in 2019 and the minimum phase SC24–25 is 
not over yet, for the current minima we only use data corresponding to SC24 and denote that minimum 
phase as SC24.

Figure 6a shows the occurrence rates of all six minimum phases considered in this study both individually 
and combined. We observe that SC20–21, SC21–22, and SC22–23 minima have the greatest occurrence rate 
of all minimum phases, and that coincides with the three most active cycles of the study in terms of SSN. 
On the other hand, SC19–20, SC23–24, and SC24 have the lowest rate occurrence, with E  5, 3, and 3 events 
per year with st,minE D  −100 nT, respectively. In terms of intensity, no storm stE D  drops below −200 nT and 
therefore, the intensity of the storms is the lowest of all SC phases. SC19–20 and SC23–24 minimum phases, 
having a similar number of events per year, correspond to the start of the two less active cycles in our study. 
This suggest that the activity of a SC can be estimated by the behavior of its first years during the initial 
minimum phase, however, even if this is true (and here we make no attempt to prove it), this connection 
can be useful to make broad estimations about the occurrence of moderate events, but not necessarily the 
total strength of the cycle measured by the occurrence of intense or severe storms. Unfortunately, for SC25, 
the minimum phase is still ongoing, so considering the SC24–25 minimum phase to estimate the strength 
of SC25 is not possible.

For ascending phases, second panel of Figure 6b (SC19 ascending phase is not shown), indicates that SC21 
has the higher occurrence rate for moderate storms, followed by SC22 and SC23 that behave similar to the 
average of all ascending phases. In comparison, SC20 and SC24 (the less active of all time series) exhibit 
much lower rates. In addition, as storm intensity grows, the number of events per year tend to be similar for 
all cycles, except for SC24 which its rate occurrence is always lower.

Further, if we observe maximum phases in Figure 6c, where all cycles reach their maximum smoothed 
sunspot number values, SC19, the most active of time series, have the largest rate occurrence for st,minE D  
−50 nT, followed by SC22, being the third of most active cycles in SSN. For weaker cycles (i.e., SC24 and 
SC20 maximum phases), storm rate occurrence is the lowest, and storm severity is considerably weaker 
than during other maximum phases as the strongest storm during SC24 reached st,minE D  −222 nT, while 

Figure 6. Cumulative exceedances for solar cycle (SC) phase separated by SC. From left to right each panel shows results for (a) Minimum, (b) Ascending, (c) 
Maximum, and (d) Descending phases, respectively.
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the 1989 event during SC22 had st,minE D  −589 nT. Thus, as expected, the storm occurrence data are in 
general ordered according to the SSN. Figure 6d shows all descending phases. This is possible the most 
complex panel. At first sight, there is not a clear difference between different cycles, suggesting that 
maybe most descending phases are essentially the same with ∼11 12E   storms per year for stE D  −50 nT, 
and as we go further through storms intensities, maximum values reaching between −200 and −500 nT). 
However, minor differences do exist, and although hard to visualize, the strongest cycles are not the same 
shown for the maximum phase. We are interested in further exploring those small differences to see if 
they show any correlation between them that could be useful for the prediction of the strength of a future 
SC. Previous studies have suggested that indeed a connection exists between different SCs, in particu-
lar, between the descending phase and the maximum phase of the following cycle (Dikpati et al., 2019; 
Feynman & Yue Gu, 1986; Leamon et al., 2020; McIntosh et al., 2019; McIntosh & Leamon, 2017). In 
the following section, and based on our characterization of the SCs, we explore that possible connection 
between phases.

3.2. Projections for SC25

We have fitted the geomagnetic storm occurrence as a log-normal distribution following Equation 1 and 
have calculated characteristic E   and E  parameters for each cycle and phase. The parameter E  , that corre-
sponds to the SD of the function can be interpreted as the “width” of the distribution, and gives us a clue 
of how many large events are expected to occur. However, such comparison is correct only for distributions 
with similar E  values. In this case, considering all data and all E  values shown in Table S3, we can see that 
considering all cycles and phases the average value of E  is ave 4.11 0.22E     (a SD of just the 5.4%); namely, 
all obtained E  values are essentially the same and represent a most probable storm with st,minE D ∼−61 nT. 
Therefore, it is E   and not E  the value that will provide information about the differences between the distri-
bution of events during different SCs and phases. Based on this and the assumption that some information 
of a SC carries through the next SC (i.e., that we can in fact, predict the next SC based on the current one) 
we have made comparison of the E   values of different phases, with phases of the next cycle. We have found 
that the only meaningful correlation occurs between desE   and maxE   of the next SC. Figure 7 shows that cor-
relation, and indicates where the prediction for SC maximum phase would be if we use a linear regression 
model to predict based on the characteristic desE   of the SC24. In this case, given that des,24 0.507E    we obtain 
that max,25 0.561E   .

The interpretation of this prediction must be treated carefully, especially if the result corresponds to a linear 
trend with so few data points. Nevertheless, to further quantify the statistical value of our prediction, we 
have have computed a p-value of 0.12, enough to make it better than random (especially for a calculation 
made with five points), but not good enough to be considered as a solid statistical result. However, and 
considering that the correlation coefficient is nonetheless elevated, we think that the discussion at least 
presents some merits. A max,25 0.561E    suggest that the maximum phase of SC25 should be more active 
than SC20 and SC24, while at the same time being less active than SC21, SC22, and SC23. Comparing a dis-
tribution with max,24 4.228E     and max,24 0.301E     (as obtained for the maximum phase of SC24), 
and another with ave 4.11E     and max,25 0.561E     (as projected for SC25) will produce relevant 
differences not only for very large values of the st,minE D  index. For storms with a minimum stE D  of −100, −200, 
or −300 nT, respectively, the CDFs of the distribution with the projected values for E  and E   will will be ∼5, 
715, or 71,593 times larger than the CDF of the distribution with max,24E   and max,24E  . In that regard, the large 
difference for extreme events with st,minE D −300 nT should be interpreted as a worst case scenario for the 
next cycle. However, as the differences are noticeable even for moderate and intense events (likely to occur 
even during the least active SC), a prediction or estimation of a significant larger value of E  with E  essentially 
constant, should not be considered as the most probable case, but at the same time does provide a projection 
for more than the extreme scenario.

Considering that there is a high correlation between storm rate occurrence and SSN, and that we utilize 
the SSN during the maximum phase to determine the strength of the cycle, our results suggest a SC25 
that will be considerably stronger than SC24 with a maximum smoothed monthly sunspot number be-
tween 150 and 200, as opposed to some earlier predictions (see e.g., Bhowmik & Nandy, 2018; Shepherd 
et al., 2014; Svalgaard et al., 2005 and references therein) but in line with more recent studies (McIntosh 
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et al., 2020). Naturally, several SCs will be needed before we can fully determine if this relation between 
descending phase and next maximum phase is real or not, so these results must be considered with a cer-
tain degree of skepticism. As the 2008–2010 solar minimum between SC23 and SC24 was unusually small, 
the trending shown in Figure 7 may change considerably if that data point is removed. Indeed, when we 
do so, statistical results change from a correlation coefficient of 0.77 (and a p-value of 0.12E p  ) when five 
SCs are considered, to a correlation coefficient of 0.28 (and 0.72E p  ) considering only four SCs without 
the SC23–24 minimum. Nevertheless, the projected value for sigma remains almost the same, changing 
from max,25 0.561E    to max,25 0.54E    when SC23–24 minimum is removed from the analysis. Therefore, 
even though the statistical significance of the result is much smaller, the prediction holds even for a four 
data points calculations, which emphasize the fact that more SCs are needed in order to corroborate or 
dismiss our method. However, previous studied have reported a strong correlation between the descend-
ing phase and the strength of the following SC in terms of the sunspot number (e.g., Dikpati et al., 2019; 
Leamon et al., 2020; McIntosh et al., 2019; McIntosh & Leamon, 2017), and also in terms of the relation 
between solar and geomagnetic activity, as shown by Feynman and Yue Gu (1986), using sunspot number 
and AA index time series.

4. Discussion and Conclusions
Considering geomagnetic storms occurred between 1957 and 2019, and time series of sunspot number dur-
ing the same time span, we have analyzed the probability of occurrence of storm events and their relation 
with the SC. We have calculated rates of occurrence and statistics for geomagnetic storms during SCs SC19 
through SC24, identifying the statistics of individual cycles and their phases. Our approach involved using 
a log-normal fit to the storm distributions using the ML method in order to establish a relationship between 
the characteristic parameters of the log-normal distributions (mean and SD) and the occurrence of geomag-
netic activity during each cycle and each SC phase. Separating the events into moderate (−50 st,minE D  
−100 nT), intense (−100 st,minE D −250 nT) and severe (−250 st,minE D  nT), we have found that the more 
active SCs (SC21, SC22, and SC23) in terms of SSN correspond to the cycle with higher occurrence of storms 
in all categories. Also, the SCs with the less number of sunspots (SC20 and SC24), as expected exhibit less 
geomagnetic storm activity.

Moreover, comparing the occurrence of storms by SC phases, event occurrence tends to be similar during 
minimum phases and have significant differences in the maximum phases. We separated the events accord-
ing to SC phases and found that during the minimum phase storms occur less often and in general have less 
severity. In particular, no storm with st,minE D  −250 nT was found during a minimum phase. On the con-

Figure 7. Linear fit between sigma of descending phase desE   and sigma of maximum phase maxE   of the following SC.
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trary, during maximum phases we found the highest occurrence of severe storms. In the case of ascending 
phase, characterized by enhanced activity through flares and CMEs, the number of geomagnetic storms can 
be ordered by SC sunspots activity for moderate events but the statistics tend to be similar for more severe 
events. For descending phases, moderate and intense events are more likely to occur, and the storm rate 
occurrence is very similar to all SCs no matter how strong the SC was. One reason could be that in this phase 
the number of coronal holes is larger, in addition to they commonly migrates near equator spraying Earth 
with fast solar wind high speed streams. Their presence is related to sunspot presence, generating weak ge-
omagnetic storms. However, we have found a possible correlation between the occurrence of storms during 
the descending phase of a cycle and the occurrence rate of events during the next solar maximum. This 
connection may be useful to make projections about the strength of the following cycle once the descending 
phase of the current cycle has finished.

Considering that geomagnetic storms can be modeled as stochastic processes with a log-normal proba-
bility distribution over their minimum stE D  index, the data were separated according to SC and SC phases 
and fitted through ML method in order to characterize the occurrence of storms in each cycle and phase, 
and also make bootstrap extrapolations about the occurrence rate of severe and extreme events. We have 
computed the average waiting time between events, and have found that there is a good connection be-
tween the strength of the cycle in terms of sunspots and the occurrence of geomagnetic storms, even for 
moderate events. Namely, whereas for SC19, SC21, SC22, and SC23 the average waiting time between 
moderate storms is between 11 and 22 days, for the same kind of event the waiting time during SC20 
and SC24 is between 18–26 and 18–29 days, respectively. Furthermore, these differences increases with 
increasing severity of the storm, such that the extrapolation of log-normal fits for SC20 and SC23 predicts 
the occurrence of extreme events with st,minE D  −850 nT every 4(6.5 2.2) 10E    and 3(1.6 0.5) 10E    years, 
respectively.

On the other hand, separating the events by SC phase, our results also show that maximum and minimum 
phases have the most and least occurrence of events regardless of the severity of the storms. Regarding 
ascending and descending phases, the results are similar for moderate storm but differ for stronger events, 
the occurrence rate during descending phase is always larger and the differences increases with decreasing 

st,minE D  (higher severity). In particular, our estimations predict events with st,minE D  −300 nT occurring every 
3.6 0.7E  , 12.3 2.6E  , 42.3 11.6E  , and 208 63E   years during maximum, descending, ascending, and minimum 
phases. Moreover, for extreme events our results predict the occurrence of geomagnetic storms reaching 
Dst,min  −600 nT approximately once every 126 34E   yr during maximum phase, but once every 926 274E  , 

4(1.6 0.5) 10E   , or 4(6.8 2.2) 10E    yr, during descending, ascending, or minimum phases, respectively. Fur-
thermore, comparing same phases of different SCs with each other we obtained that maximum and min-
imum phases tend to be ordered by the size of the SC measured by the number of sunspots, and that such 
order seems to be independent of the severity of the storms. For ascending phases the occurrence of mod-
erate events also tend to be ordered by the sunspot number counts of each cycle, but this is not the case for 
stronger events. Finally, for descending phases differences are scarce and all cycles share similar results. 
However, the ordering of the cycles seem to exhibit a one-cycle delay between a given descending phase 
and the following maximum.

When we compared each SC with SC24 we can see that SC24 is very similar so SC20, in spite that the num-
ber of CMEs that occurred during SC24 was more similar to SC23. This can be explained by the relatively 
reduced field strength and speed of magnetic clouds that hit the Earth during this cycle (Gopalswamy 
et al., 2015). Therefore, when we try to establish a prediction of SC24 based on the activity during SC19–
SC23, we tend to overestimate the actual numbers, as previous SCs were all more active than SC24. Actu-
ally, the occurrence of storms during SC24 turned out to be similar to the average occurrence rate during 
minimum phases of SCs. A possible explanation of this behavior may be related to the fact that, in general, 
the number of storms increase with increasing SSN, and the number of sunspot during SC24 was the lowest 
of all considered SCs. In relation of a prediction for SC25, we have found that bootstrap predictions of the 
strength of the next SC in terms of the expected occurrence of severe events, show that only the statistics of 
descending and maximum phases project large geomagnetic storms to occur at least once during the dura-
tion of a SC. Under this context, by looking at the E   value characteristic of the occurrence rate of storms, we 
have found that the desE   shows the highest correlation with maxE   which allows us to attempt a prediction of 
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the maximum smoothed monthly sunspot number for SC25 to be between 150 and 200, therefore suggesting 
that the occurrence rate of storms for SC25 to be smaller than SC21, SC22, and SC23, but a more active than 
SC20 and SC24 that just ended. It is reasonable to be skeptical about the validity of such prediction based 
on such a low number of measurements, but our results also build on the connections found by other au-
thors between descending phase and the following maximum phase (Dikpati et al., 2019; Feynman & Yue 
Gu, 1986; Leamon et al., 2020; McIntosh et al., 2019; McIntosh & Leamon, 2017). Naturally, as more data is 
collected (and of course as the true maximum of SC25 SSN is reached) it should be possible to test the scope 
and validity of this method.

Data Availability Statement
Sunspot data were obtained from the World Data Center SILSO, Royal Observatory of Belgium, Brussels. 
The stE D  index used in this study was provided by the WDC for Geomagnetism, Kyoto (http://wdc.kugi.kyo-
to-u.ac.jp/wdc/Sec3.html). The complete list of geomagnetic storms; the list of solar cycles and solar cycle 
phases beginning dates, ending dates and duration; and the obtained parameters of each log-normal fit can 
be found in the Supporting Information S1.
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